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Governance 1994-01-01 policy dialogue on governance
A Guide to the World Bank 2003 the world bank group works in more than 100 developing
economies and is one of the world s largest sources of development assistance in 2002 the
institution provided us 19 5 billion in loans to its client countries this guide reviews the
organisation s history objectives and operations and looks at the five institutions that make
up the world bank group the international bank for reconstruction and development ibrd the
international development association ida the international finance corporation ifc the
multilateral investment guarantee agency miga and the international centre for settlement of
investment disputes icsid
Education, Poverty and the World Bank 2006 this book explains why the world bank s commitment
to education is important it considers how the nature of the bank as a financial institution
has shaped its view of economic growth development and poverty reduction in shaping its
education policies and programs from a banking point of view a particular world bank approach
to educational development has emerged with major implications for the future of education
worldwide the book examines the reasons why the bank is involved in education the evolution of
its education policy stances and how the bank uses education as part of its program of
economic globalisation the author provides a framework for assessing the bank s impact and
effectiveness in its education lending especially in terms of poverty reduction bank work in
education is hugely controversial all around the world in industrial countries in transition
economies and in the poorest countries the bank continues to be under fire for its policy
prescriptions and its modes of operation from both left and right the bank is a major target
of discontent at the same time the bank is frequently misunderstood and misrepresented the
book is based on thousands of classified bank documents examined over the past twenty years
and on wide ranging interviews with past and present bank officials although critical of many
aspects of bank work in education the book will be recognised as a uniquely authoritative
guide to bank policy formation in education back cover
World Bank 1982 a careful analysis of the bank s own policy papers and reports which outlines
its philosophy of development and the concrete effects of its projects
The World Bank Participation Sourcebook 1996 presents case studies resulting from
participation in the world bank by developing countries such as chad brazil and nigeria
The World Bank 2000-07-27 the world bank is dedicated to the promotion of sustainable economic
development and to poverty reduction throughout the developing world it faces new challenges
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as capital shortages are replaced by large but volatile capital flows the contributors to this
volume argue that the bank s greatest asset is its accumulated knowledge and experience of the
development process and propose that it organise itself around the concept of a knowledge bank
they propose a shift in priority away from lending with conditionality imposed on borrowing
governments towards assistance to governments in devising good development strategies part i
examines the existing structure of the bank and considers the world bank as an institution in
part ii the effectiveness of world bank assistance is evaluated this book provides essential
reading for politicians civil servants workers in the non official sector and academics and
students involved or interested in the development process
World Bank Annual Report 2003 2003-01-01 annotation the world bank annual report 2003 offers a
concise look at
Getting to Know the World Bank 2005-01-01 a general introduction to the world bank this guide
provides an overview of the bank s history organization mission and purpose
Financial Sector Reform 1998 soon after its declaration of independence lithuania launched a
program of market based economic reforms that achieved remarkable results however a banking
crisis erupted in january 1996 driven by a combination of ineffective bank supervision poor
bank practices and deep rooted sectoral imbalances with financial support from the world bank
lithuanian authorities embarked on a broad economic reform program with two immediate
objectives the resolution of the banking system s operational and undercapitalization problems
and a reduction in the most severe imbalances in the economy volume i see ordering information
below distills findings and conclusions and builds a policy action plan for fast stable growth
volume ii contains a collection of twelve policy notes that provide the technical analysis
behind that plan also available volume ii analytical backgroung isbn 0 8213 4327 0 stock no
14327
The World Bank in a Changing World 1991 reprint considered
The World Bank 2007 the world bank development poverty hegemony scrutinises the world bank s
agenda setting documents of the past fifteen years from its examinations of african crises and
east asian miracles to its perspectives on the state s changing developmental role the bank s
environmental and participatory strategies and the institution s changes since paul wolfowitz
took over from james wolfensohn as the bank president in 2005
Reforming Public Institutions and Strengthening Governance 2000-01-01 the critical importance
of well performing public institutions and good governance for development and poverty
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reduction has come to the forefront in the 1990s reforming public institutions is a complex
and difficult task this publication is primarily intended as a guide for world bank staff but
it is also intended to serve the broader development community it outlines a strategy which
envisions significant changes in the focus of the bank s work in this area some of these
changes such as an enhanced focus on governance capacity building and anticorruption are
already underway the agenda for the next three years is to continue to foster these changes
through a the advancement of analytical tools new approaches t the design of lending
operations expanded emphasis on partnership with clients and other donors and progressive
shifts in staffing incentives and evaluation techniques included as an annex is an inventory
of the bank s governance and institutional reform programs which are in place
The World Bank Group A to Z 2014-09-30 the world bank group a to z provides ready reference
insight into the history mission organization policies financial services and knowledge
products of the world s largest anti poverty institution
The World Bank Group A to Z 2016 2016 earlier editions issued as a guide to the world bank
Étude sur le secteur privé de la santé en République du Congo 2012-02-21 the government of the
republic of congo is taking a system approach to reorganizing its health system it is
endeavoring to create a political juridical and regulatory environment to foster the
development of its health care services under government leadership working with the private
sector
The World Bank Group's Response to the Global Economic Crisis 2011 the world bank group has
responded to the global economic crisis with a strong countercyclical expansion of financing
its disbursements of 80 billion in the past two fiscal years were the largest among the
multilateral development banks there was notable variation across the wbg with vastly
increased ibrd lending moderately higher ida financing and overall responses from ifc and miga
that were not counter cyclical the differences reflected the interplay of financial capacities
business models and available instruments while the level of financial flows is one aspect of
crisis response
The World Bank Group's Partnership with the Global Environment Facility 2015-11-18 the world
bank group was a principal founding partner of the global environment facility gef in its
pilot phase in 1991 and of the restructured gef in 1994 the bank plays three different roles
in the gef a as trustee of the gef and related trust funds b as implementing agency including
the implementation of private sector gef projects by the international finance corporation ifc
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and c as the host organization of the functionally independent gef secretariat focusing
primarily on the role of the bank as an implementing agency this review documents how the
partnership that the gef and the world bank group established in the early 1990s has evolved
over time offers explanations for observed changes and draws a number of lessons the review
addresses the following issues the mutual relevance of the world bank group and the gef inter
organizational coordination along the world bank group gef project cycle the introduction of
the gef s resource allocation systems in 2006 and 2010 the evolution and effectiveness of the
bank group s gef portfolio catalytic approaches in the bank group gef partnership co financing
blending and mainstreaming the world bank s corporate activities as a gef implementing agency
the principal purposes of this review are a to help improve the relevance and effectiveness of
the bank group s partnership with the gef and b to draw lessons for the bank group s
partnership with the gef and other large global partnership programs
Reinventing the World Bank 2018-08-06 largely ignored for decades the world bank increasingly
finds itself at the center of an international political maelstrom attacked by the right as
the last bastion of socialism and by the left as an instrument of economic imperialism the
bank has struggled to adapt to a changing post cold war era still the world s leading
development institution in terms of size and influence the international bank for
reconstruction and development s failure to articulate and implement a convincing strategy to
reduce world poverty has left it vulnerable to the charge that at least in its present form it
has outlived its usefulness in a book neither funded nor controlled by its subject leading
north american and british scholars critically examine the world bank they contend that an
institution that has grown to unmanageable proportions through internally driven change cannot
realistically be expected to effect its own reform program all the bank s previous attempts at
self redesign have failed and the contributors argue it is beyond reform it must be reinvented
reinvention involves a thoroughgoing and externally controlled process of transformation
starting from basic principles and encompassing three closely related dimensions operations or
the fit between the bank s lending program and its development objectives concepts its vision
of development and anti poverty strategy and power which includes the bank s relationships
with member countries and the wider public as well as structures of internal governance and
accountability
World Bank Group Support to Public-Private Partnerships 2015-12-01 public private partnerships
ppps are long term contracts between a private party and a government agency that strive to
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provide a public asset or service in which the private party bears both some risk and some
management responsibility if implemented well ppps can help overcome inadequate infrastructure
that constrains economic growth particularly in developing countries the use of ppps has
increased in the last two decades they are now used in more than 134 developing countries
contributing about 15 20 percent of total infrastructure investment the world bank group has
expanded its support to ppps through a wide range of instruments and services during the last
10 years its support has increased about threefold to nearly 3 billion per year the
independent evaluation group ieg assesses how effective the world bank group has been in
helping countries use ppps in the evaluation ieg examines the relevance of bank group support
how successful projects were how the bank group coordinated support among its business lines
support to the public sector versus the private sector and how it compares with the experience
of other multilateral development banks with ppp support ieg distills lessons to apply to the
bank group s support of ppps finally ieg presents six recommendations that apply to both the
organizational and the operational aspects of this work
The World Bank 1982 a careful analysis of the bankas own policy papers and reports which
outlines its philosophy of development and the concrete effects of its projects
Improving Investment Climates 2006-01-01 this evaluation assesses the effectiveness of the
world bank group in helping its member countries improve their investment climates within the
context of the world bank group s overall mission of poverty reduction and sustainable
development
The World Bank's Country Policy and Institutional Assessment 2010-09-13 the evaluation finds
that the content of the world bank s country policy and institutional assessment cpia is
largely relevant for growth and poverty reduction in the sense that it maps well with the
determinants of growth and poverty reduction identified in the economics literature however
some cpia criteria need to be revised in particular trade and finance and one needs to be
added assessment of disadvantaged socio economic groups second the evaluation finds that the
cpia ratings are in general reliable and correlate well with similar indicators the world bank
s internal review process helps guard against potential biases in having bank staff rate
countries on which their work programs depend the cpia ratings are found to correlate better
with similar indicators for middle income countries than for low income countries this could
be because there is more information available on middle income countries which increases the
likelihood of different institutions having similar assessments on them this could also be
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because the cpia rating exercise takes into account the stage of development which is more
pertinent for low income countries and which also subject the ratings of those countries to
more judgment in an exercise that is already centered on staff judgment
World Bank Atlas 2004-01-01 this is the 36th edition of this publication which gives an
overview of key development indicators relating to social economic and environmental data for
208 countries in the form of informative colour maps charts and tables drawing on data from
the world development indicators 2004 publication isbn 0821357298 it considers a range of
topics including low income countries and inequalities in world output and income distribution
population growth and changing demographics the environmental impacts of urbanisation access
to basic education maternal health communicable diseases gender and development food security
access to safe drinking water and sanitation forests and biodiversity energy use economic
growth trade and investment debt management globalisation and service industries good
governance and development aid
The IMF and the World Bank at Sixty 2005 an authoritative review of the position of the imf
and world bank in their sixtieth year
World Bank Group Impact Evaluations 2013-03-12 over the past decade the development community
has focused more on measuring results so the use of impact evaluations has expanded rapidly
ieg examines the relevance quality and influence of world bank and ifc impact evaluations
At the Frontlines of Development 2005-04-01 in at the frontlines of development former world
bank country directors recount their experiences both as managers of the world bank s programs
in global economic hotspots of the 1990s as well as throughout their careers in development
economics these essays detail among many stories of development in the 1990s how china and
india lifted hundreds of millions out of poverty while russia collapsed how bosnia and
herzegovina and mozambique remade their war ravaged economies and how thailand turkey and
argentina fell into financial crisis these remarkable stories told in first person by the
country directors who were there to witness them provide candid assessments of development in
the 1990s what succeeded what failed and what lessons emerged this book is part of a larger
effort undertaken by the world bank to understand the development experience of the 1990s an
extraordinary eventful decade each of the project s three volumes serves a different purpose
economic growth in the 1990s provides comprehensive analysis of the decade s development
experience while development challenges in the 1990s offers insights on the practical concerns
faced by policymakers
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The World Bank 1999-03-25 this book considers the nature of change at the world bank exploring
both the external impetous for change and the impact of the bank s internal organization and
culture the author s findings are supported by detailed case studies of three of the bank s
most important new agendas private sector development participation governance
World Bank Operations 1972 presents a selection of topics of special interest and relevance to
eight pacific island countries that are member of the world bank pmcs fiji federated states of
micronesia kiribati marshall islands solomon islands tonga vanuatu and western samoa the
themes selected are the impact of recent changes in the external trading environment of the
pmcs economic diversification into tourism improving the management of and getting better
returns for natural resources such as fisheries and forestry and regional cooperation the
report also includes profiles of these eight countries
Selecting Development Projects for the World Bank 1996 null
World Bank International Monetary Fund Collaboration on Public Expenditure Issues 2003-02-14
the global debt and adjustment crisis has challenged the world bank to become the leading
agency in north south finance and development the many dimensions of this challenge which must
be comprehensively addressed by the bank s new president are the subject of this important
volume in the overseas development council s u s third world policy perspectives series the
bank s ability to design and implement a comprehensive response to global economic needs is
threatened by competing objectives and uncertain priorities can the bank design programs
attractive to private investors that also serve the very poor can it emphasize efficiency
while transferring technologies that maximize labor absorption can it aggressively condition
loans on policy reforms without attracting the criticism that has accompanied imf programs can
it meet the needs of the 1990s with the internal organization and staff of the early 1980s the
contributors to this volume assess the role that the world bank can play in the period ahead
they argue for new financial and policy initiatives and for new conceptual approaches to
development as well as for a restructuring of the bank as it takes on new systematic
responsibilities in the new decade
World Bank Annual Report 2011 annotation education is critical to economic growth and poverty
reduction especially as labor market structures shift dramatically with changing technology
and economic reform this paper reviews the literature and data on the contribution of
education to development and on the financing of education in developing countries it outlines
policy options and reforms for increasing access to education and for improving equity and
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efficiency in educational services also available french isbn 0 8213 3410 7 stock no 13410
spanish isbn 0 8213 3411 5 stock no 13411
Between Two Worlds 1986 3 social funds sfs
Priorities and Strategies for Education 1995 infrastructure at the crossroads brings together
lessons from the last two decades of world bank engagement in infrastructure it analyzes
trends in the bank s infrastructure lending describes the evolution of the external
environment and the bank s own strategic priorities and presents lessons about project design
and appraisal poverty focus private sector participation environmental and social
sustainability the issue of corruption and stakeholder communications
The World Bank Legal Papers 2000-12-20 the independent evaluation group found that the world
bank group s investment in innovation can be enhanced through systemic efforts and presented
recommendations for the bank group including examining alternative approaches for financing
start ups and promoting knowledge sharing
The World Bank's Partnership with Nongovernmental Organizations 1996 reviews two of the world
bank s agricultural development projects in southeast nigeria and concludes that the
objectives of these projects which include reducing rural poverty and developing indigenous
capacity for rural development have not been fully realized this book concludes that what
these projects have achieved in the past was the increasing integration of the peasant s
political economy into the world s capitalist market with negative consequences for example
the projects emphasis on export crop production as opposed to food production simply led to a
diminishing capability among peasant farmers especially in the project areas to produce food
for themselves while at the same time reporting increased productivity in export related
production the end result is widespread poverty amongst the poorest strata of peasant farmers
participating in the program in addition the book looks at the bank s structural adjustment
programme which in fact has the potential to reduce whatever benefits its agricultural
programs might bring about for peasant producers
Infrastructure at the Crossroads 2006-01-01 this paper reviews the world bank s experience
with community participation cp in a sample of its projects selected from three different
sectors urban housing population health and nutrition phn and irrigation the sample was chosen
on a judgmental basis and consisted of forty projects which were known to have the potential
for the use of cp or incorporated it in their strategies and ten successful projects from the
same sectors which did not make use of cp the focus of the paper is on the approaches to
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participation employed by the first set of projects and the lessons to be learned from their
experience an analysis of the second set of projects sheds light on the reasons why community
participation was neglected by them
World Bank Group Support for Innovation and Entrepreneurship 2014-06-09
The World Bank 1992
International Banking and Rural Development 1998
Community Participation in Development Projects 1987
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